
 

Windows 7 Ultimate X64 With All AM4 Ryzen Drivers

Modern motherboards have a dual-port USB hub that can be used to augment the USB port with another port. This is always a much better
option than plugging in a keyboard directly, especially if youre installing to a computer that doesnt have a USB port. It is possible to use an
old USB keyboard (at least in the past it has been possible), but this is a far less elegant solution in my opinion. With an extremely high-end

spec CPU, I recommend using a motherboard with a PS/2 port instead. Installing to an SSD/NVMe might solve this issue. Ryzen will
autodetect and install to NVMe without a BIOS password, though Windows 7 can still lock the device. And while Ryzen doesn't have the

problem that Intel does in this regard, Windows 7 will need a BIOS password to run on most motherboards (though X299 doesn't). Arguably
this solution could be ported to other circumstances where installing Windows 7 and not having USB is an issue. However, due to our limits
in Ryzen testing, weve only tested this method, installing Win7 x64 Professional, on the Crosshair VI Hero so far. Other methods may work

better as the platform evolves. However, it should still be stated that AMD is not officially supporting Ryzen and the AM4 platform on
Windows 7. Is this still needed I am currently trying my method above and running into issues installing windows 7 for some reason. Doing
hangs and wondering if it is the version of rufus I'm using or what. I've actually installed it twice on an NVMe drive and now just trying to
install it on a regular HDD. I keep running into the CLASSPNP.sys driver hang (which can be resolved with the USB drivers), disk.sys hang,

and one other driver hang (didn't explore beyond that yet). Once I figure out how to reliably get it to install on my 1950X, I planned on
creating a community based image with all of the AMD recent chipset drivers incorporated into the install.wim with it put into a windows 10

iso. Just have to get it working first! LOL.
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